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Educational computer games are promising tools to teach preschool children specific 
knowledge and skills in a playful manner. Although declarative knowledge is important for 
development, adequate learning-to-learn skills are crucial for later school success (Diamond, 
Barnett, Thomas & Munro, 2007). For this reason, these crucial skills should be improved as 
early as possible, to reduce the probability of eventual learning delays later in development. 
Starting from the idea that computers games are not only able to develop declarative 
knowledge, but can also provide the opportunity to develop effective learning-to-learn skills 
in an early age, the samenslim games were developed.
 The guiding question in this dissertation is whether ineffective learning behavior of 
preschool children can be improved through playing educational computer games. Our 
first objective is to obtain insight in the educational power of edutainment games in the 
Netherlands, including the samenslim games. The second objective is to investigate whether 
the samenslim games were able to distinguish various types of learning-to-learn skills that 
preschool children and were also able to improve them. Our third objective is to examine 
whether the samenslim games can function as an effective learning tool for children with an 
early diagnosed developmental learning disability (ADHD, ASD and comorbid children).
 The studies consisted of 184 typically developing preschool children (between 2.6 and 
4.2 years) and 18 children between 3.8 and 6.3 years with a formally diagnosed learning 
disorder (ADHD, ASD or comorbid children). All children played the samenslim games for 
two or three weeks. While playing these games, mouse behavior of each individual child, 
such as the number of clicks, errors and reaction times, was automatically registered per 
game.
 The statistical analyses were mainly based on random permutation techniques using 
Monte Carlo analyses, since the data were not normally or regularly distributed. The Monte 
Carlo analysis is useful in small samples and entails a statistical simulation of the data as based 
on specific null hypotheses (Good, 1999; Todman & Dugard, 2001). Additionally, with this 
type of statistical test it was possible to combine multiple mouse behavior characteristics or 
opposite effects in one test.
 We used multilevel latent class growth analysis modeling (MLCGA) techniques (see 
Chapter 4) as a way to handle data from a person-centered perspective. It allowed us to 
identify different learning types which can be described by different growth trajectories 
(based on multiple mouse behavior characteristics), predicted by different sets of risk and 
protective factors, such as developmental age or instruction type (Palardy & Vermunt, 2010; 
Muthén, 2004).
 In this concluding chapter, we will first summarize and repeat the main findings in this 
dissertation, by answering eight questions which are based on the objectives we outlined 
above. Since no study is perfect, and our studies are no exception, we will address the 
strengths, limitations and recommendations of this dissertation. To bridge our findings to 
practice, we conclude this chapter with implications for educational practice.
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6.1 Study outcomes 

 Can edutainment games function as a powerful learning environment?

Chapter 2 focuses on the first objective of this dissertation. In this chapter, we first examined 
the characteristics of powerful learning environments according to the literature. Second, 
based on this theoretical study of learning tool characteristics that result in powerful learning 
and on heuristic and common-sense-based criteria, we developed a checklist that assesses 
the quality of educational computer games to function as a powerful learning environment. 
Third, with this checklist, we evaluated eight randomly selected Dutch edutainment games 
that aim to improve specific skills in preschool children.
 Our interpretation of powerful learning environments was that these environments 
promote active and constructive learning, which is promoted by playful learning and is aligned 
with individual differences in order to reach high engagement and flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 
1990; De Jong & Pieters, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978). Based on the literature on optimal learning 
and powerful learning environments, seven main characteristics of effective learning tools 
were formulated. First, to achieve optimal learning, adaptive feedback should be provided to 
the learner (Cagiltay, 2006; McKenzie, 1999). Second, scaffolding strategies are important, 
which implies that instruction or levels should be within the zone of proximal development 
(ZPD) of the learner (Meyer & Turner, 2006; Van Geert & Steenbeek, 2006). Third, the 
learning tool should contain levels, adaptive to the performances of the learner (Van Geert 
& Steenbeek, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978; Webb, 1991). Clear instruction is the fourth important
characteristic. Examples or demonstrations provide the learner the opportunity to practice 
and imitate what has been demonstrated (Slavin, 2009). A powerful learning tool also 
should possess an overarching or distal goal (Van Geert & Steenbeek, 2006). Animations and 
sounds often provide gains in the engagement and interest of the learner, which is positively 
related to optimal learning (Embi & Hussain, 2005; Okan, 2003). At last, the content should 
be free of discrimination, e.g. ethnical background, and must be challenging and competitive 
(Aronson, 2002; Liao, 2006).
 Based on the characteristics mentioned above, we developed the Edutainment Software 
Evaluation Checklist (ESEC). The ESEC is based on the main important characteristics of 
powerful learning environments and consists of 35 questions in total. Each answer receives 
two, one or zero points. The inter-rater reliability for this checklist was good or acceptable 
(.85). Since the list had a provisional character, cut-off scores and the predictive validity 
were not established yet. Next, to establish discriminative validity, eight Dutch edutainment 
software programs (cd-roms, a free online game and mini-laptops) were evaluated. Most 
games were lacking important characteristics of powerful learning environments, such as 
levels, specific content, instruction and specific learning goals. However, the interface of 
all games was evaluated as satisfactory or good. Furthermore, the feedback in the games 
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was evaluated as moderate. Since these games lacked important characteristics, they were 
negatively evaluated as insufficient to count as powerful learning environments. Overall, 
we concluded that only a small number of the games could be considered as a powerful 
learning environment. We also concluded that more research has to be done to study skills 
that are required for the child to be able to play a game or a particular game level individual 
level adequately (the entrance conditions). Finally, we suggested that in the design of new 
edutainment games, the educational part of edutainment software should be more clearly 
emphasized. Our checklist can be used as an instrument to do so. In this way, it can serve as 
an instrument for turning edutainment software into a powerful learning environment.

 Can the samenslim games function as a powerful learning environment?

Evaluation of the samenslim games with the ESEC (chapter 2), led to the conclusion that 
these games contain good feedback-conditions and a good interface. The learning goals, 
instruction conditions, levels and content were evaluated as satisfactory. This implies that 
the samenslim games can still be improved on specific characteristics, but that in general 
all characteristics are evaluated as satisfactory for a powerful learning environment. One 
aspect that should be further improved concerns the entrance levels of the game. These 
levels should be more adaptive, e.g. to the developmental age of a child (e.g. within the 
child’s ZPD). We suggested that more variety of content, more competitive elements and 
higher levels of challenge are also improvements in order to make the samenslim games 
more powerful. Further, we recommend the addition of a demonstration or example for the 
children before the game starts. As a result, the child can practice before he or she can play 
the games ‘for real’.

  Are the samenslim games able to distinguish different mouse behavior patterns 
 of different types of learners?

Chapter 3 focuses on the utility of the samenslim games to distinguish (in)effective learning 
behavior in preschool children, which was the second objective of this dissertation. 
We defined two types of learners, ineffective (unresponsive or impulsive) and effective 
(reflective) learners. We defined unresponsive children as children who do not actively seek 
help and take action. In our definition, reflective children show self-control and adequate 
problem solving strategies. Impulsive children, on the other hand, have deficiencies with 
their self-regulation and do not organize their tasks and, equal to unresponsive children, do 
not seek help or instruction when they have difficulties with solving a task (Bornas, Servera 
& Llabrés, 1997; Kagan, 1965; Newman, 1990; Stright & Supplee, 2002).
 In this study, a total number of 184 children were randomly assigned to a combination 
of four instruction conditions (adult, computer, adult + computer or no instruction), and 
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type of regular learning behavior. With a short questionnaire for teachers, parents and 
trained raters, children were classified as unresponsive (ineffective), reflective (effective) or 
impulsive (ineffective) learners (see Appendix III). All children played the samenslim games 
during two or three sessions and their mouse behavior (e.g. reaction time, number of clicks, 
errors) was automatically registered by the software.
 The results showed that, irrespective of the instruction conditions, according to 
registered mouse behavior of each individual child, ineffective learning behavior could be 
clearly distinguished from effective learning behavior. Moreover, in line with our hypothesis, 
we concluded that mouse behavior also permits a more refined distinction into impulsive, 
unresponsive and reflective behavior of the children (Kagan, 1965). However, in order to 
determine the specific type of ineffective learning behavior, a combination of multiple 
mouse behavior aspects had to be taken into account (e.g. number of clicks, errors, and 
number of trials). The findings indicated that reflective children showed the most effective 
mouse behavior: they needed the fewest number of trials to finish the games and showed 
the highest slopes of performances. Furthermore, their amount of mouse clicks was 
between that of unresponsive and impulsive children. As expected, the unresponsive 
children showed the lowest number of mouse clicks and errors. Impulsive children showed 
the highest number of clicks and errors and needed the highest number of trials to finish the 
games. However, the differences between reflective and unresponsive children were smaller 
than the differences between reflective and impulsive children. Additionally, we concluded 
that regular learning behavior corresponds to learning behavior while playing computer 
games. This suggests that the characterization of specific types of learning behavior on the 
basis of mouse behavior performances while playing the samenslim games serves as a good 
prediction of a child’s learning behavior during other tasks.

 Are the samenslim games able to improve learning behavior of impulsively 
 and unresponsively learning preschool children?

To evaluate whether learning behavior of ineffectively learning children can be improved 
(the intervention aspect of the samenslim games), we first applied a smoothing procedure 
to the averages of mouse clicks and trials per game (see Chapter 3). We expected that the 
number of mouse clicks as an effect variable would increase for unresponsive children. On 
the contrary, for impulsive children we expected that the number of clicks would decrease. 
For both impulsive and unresponsive children we expected a decrease in the number trials 
needed to finish a game over time.
 Considering the overall development of the three types of learners during the game 
sessions, and taking the increase in mouse clicks and no decrease in trials into account, it 
could be concluded that there was no learning effect for impulsive children and only a small 
learning effect for reflective children. Furthermore, the unresponsive children exhibited 
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an increase in the number of mouse clicks (during the first six games), which was even 
steeper increase than that of impulsive and reflective learners. The results demonstrated 
that unresponsive learners needed a relatively long warming up phase and showed a small 
learning effect after that phase (with a decreasing number of trials after four games). This 
implies that unresponsive children related their efforts to success and as a result they learned 
to complete a task more independently (Mercer & Pullen, 2005).
 The results demonstrated an overall increase in mouse clicks of impulsive learners, 
which might indicate that they were insufficiently stimulated to regulate their behavior and 
even behaved more uninhibited than during the first games. Except for the first four games, 
we also could not observe a decrease in trials during the sessions, in contrast to reflective 
children.
 Based on these findings, we concluded that for unresponsive children, the educational 
computer games resulted in increasing initiative and faster actions across the games. 
However, for impulsive children, the computer games were not adequate to improve their 
uninhibited behavior. They even showed increasingly uninhibited learning behavior across 
the games. Shaw & Lewis (2005) found that children with ADHD remained more uninhibited 
while playing a less-game like task as compared to more commercially designed computer 
games. This finding suggests that the uninhibited behavior is likely to be a result of under 
stimulation or low variation in the samenslim games, which probably caused decreased 
motivation and increased uninhibited behavior.

 Computer-assisted instruction, adult-assisted instruction, both or none?

In our previous paragraph we concluded that for impulsive children the samenslim games 
were not adequate. However, the effects of different types of instruction were not taken 
into account yet. In chapter 3 we evaluated what type of instruction was the most effective 
for unresponsive, reflective and impulsive learners. It was expected that for impulsive 
children, adult-assisted instruction will be necessary to improve their uninhibited behavior 
(Elias & Berk, 2002; Karpov, 2005; Rogoff, 1990). The outcomes in chapter 3 supported the 
hypothesis that adult-assisted instruction in combination with computer-assisted instruction 
is the best method to improve learning behavior in ineffectively as well as effectively 
learning children. In the instruction conditions without adult-assisted instruction, impulsive 
children showed the worst learning outcomes. This finding supports our expectation that 
for impulsive learners, adult-assisted instruction is the optimal instruction condition. These 
findings confirmed our hypothesis that supervision of an adult or peer is important to 
scaffold and regulate the children’s learning, which is also emphasized by Rogoff (1990). As 
a child’s competence increases, the scaffolder gradually withdraws support.
 Unresponsive children showed relatively good learning outcomes in the conditions with 
computer-assisted instruction only. It was striking that, even in the no instruction condition, 
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unresponsive children showed better learning outcomes than in the adult-assisted instruction 
condition. This indicated that adult-assisted instruction only might interrupt or inhibit 
these children from taking any action, while computer-assisted instruction (in combination 
with adult-assisted instruction) was more stimulating for unresponsive children to initiate 
and plan their actions. The results showed that, if not combined with computer-assisted 
instruction, adult-assisted instruction did not stimulate the unresponsive children’s actions. 
A probable explanation for this finding is that unresponsive children have problems with 
their social development, such as the tendency to withdraw from relatively unfamiliar adults 
and be wary (Kagan & Snidman, 1999; Sanson, 2004).
 Furthermore, the findings demonstrated that reflective children showed relatively 
constant performances during all instruction conditions. Even in the no instruction condition 
they showed relatively good learning behavior. This indicates that for effective learners, 
instruction is not as important as for ineffective learners. This is in line with the finding that 
off-task behavior of children with a high task orientation and adequate attention regulation 
capacities was not affected by the type of instruction (computer or teacher), in contrast to 
low task oriented children (Orth & Martin, 1994).
 Based on all findings, we concluded that while playing educational games focusing on 
improving ineffective learning behavior, adult-assisted instruction is crucial for impulsive 
children. For unresponsive children, we concluded that adult-assisted instruction only 
might interrupt them or even inhibit these children from taking action. Computer-assisted 
instruction only or computer-assisted instruction in combination with adult-assisted 
instruction resulted in the best performances of unresponsive children.

 What type of children does show gains during playing the samenslim games?

In chapter 4 we examined what type of children has a relatively high probability of showing 
gains while playing the samenslim games. In this chapter, learning trajectories of individual 
children (n=184) were clustered, based on seven mouse behavior characteristics related 
to (in)effective learning behavior, such as reaction time, errors, and trials. Multilevel latent 
class growth analysis revealed that six types of learners could be identified, from low to high 
performers, from slow, accurate to fast performers. From the six types of learners that were 
identified, 70% showed improvement in their learning behavior while playing the samenslim 
games. For example, these types of learners either showed decreasing reaction times across 
the games, in case of slow reaction times during the first game, or they showed a decreasing
number of clicks across games in case of a high number of clicks during the first game.
 However, 30% of the children did not improve and even showed impairment in their 
learning behavior. That is, these two types of learners, defined in this chapter as fast + high 
performers and standard performers, exhibited even more uninhibited learning behavior, 
with increasing number of clicks and no go’s. We suspected that this decline in performance 
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quality was caused by understimulation (e.g. levels that did not correspond to the Zone of 
Proximal Development (ZPD) of the individual learner and by decreasing motivation (e.g. 
too low challenge) (Shaw & Lewis, 2005; Van Geert & Steenbeek, 2006; Veenstra, Van Geert 
& Van der Meulen, 2011; Vygotsky, 1978).
 To investigate what type of child had a large probability of showing benefits while playing 
the samenslim games, we analyzed the relationship between individual characteristics and 
the six different types of learners. Four individual constructs were assessed in this study, 
which are considered to be risk factors for later learning delays, namely developmental 
age, prior knowledge, maternal educational level and regular learning type (unresponsive, 
impulsive or reflective children). Further, a task-specific construct was involved, namely type 
of instruction (computer- and/ or adult-assisted instruction. The results demonstrated that 
developmental age, prior knowledge and instruction conditions were significantly related 
to the six types of learners. Children at risk, such as children with low developmental age 
or low prior knowledge, had a high probability of being classified as a type of learner who 
showed improvement in ineffective learning behavior across games. Also children who 
received adult-assisted instruction (in combination with computer-assisted instruction) and 
children with high developmental age and high prior knowledge were classified as learners 
who showed improvement. However, children with moderate developmental age or prior 
knowledge had a high probability of being classified as a learner who did not show benefits 
while playing the games. Maternal educational level and learning type were not significantly
related to the six types of learners. Further, the results revealed that prior knowledge was 
the best predictor for the different types of learners. Instruction had a positive influence 
only on children with moderate and high prior knowledge (the result of the high prior 
knowledge group approached the significance level). Based on the results, we concluded 
that both children at risk (with low developmental age or low prior knowledge) and typically 
developing children (with high developmental age or high prior knowledge) have high 
probabilities of showing improvement in their learning behavior. However, we assumed 
that with more challenge, competition, more adaptive levels and variation in instruction, the 
children who showed impairment in their learning behavior might also show improvement 
in their increasingly uninhibited learning behavior (e.g. Shaw & Lewis, 2005).

 Do the samenslim games effectively distinguish executive function skills 
 of children with developmental learning disorders?

Chapter 5 focuses on the third objective of this dissertation. In this chapter we investigated 
whether the children’s performance in the samenslim games allow researchers to distinguish 
children with Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Autistic Spectrum Disorders 
(ASD) and comorbid (with ADHD and ASD) children. In this study, we compared executive 
function profiles of officially diagnosed children with learning disorders with typically 
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developing (TD) children, according to their mouse behavior. We used the term Executive 
Function (EF) skills in this study, since both types of children diagnosed with ADHD and/ or 
ASD have difficulties with controlling and regulating their abilities and behavior, not only 
during educational tasks, but also in their daily behavior (e.g. Barkley, 1997; Happé, Booth, 
Charlton & Hughes, 2006; Sarkis, Sarkis, Marshall & Archer, 2005). Behavior control and 
regulation are based on the child’s executive function skills.
 To examine whether EF profiles could be distinguished based on mouse behavior 
trajectories of different types of children, each child played the samenslim games during 
two or three computer-game-sessions without adult-assisted instruction. We expected to 
observe uninhibited mouse behavior in children with ADHD, as defined by errors, no go’s, 
reaction times and missing go’s. For children with ASD we expected that they would show 
too inhibited learning behavior, with low initiative and perseverative behavior, defined by 
the number of repeats, no go’s and the reaction times. Additionally, we expected that we 
also could distinguish children with ADHD from children with ASD based on the degree of 
variability of their mouse behavior across the games. We hypothesized that children with 
ADHD would show relatively large variability in their mouse behavior characteristics (due to 
a high response uncertainty and short attention spans) and children with ASD relatively low 
variability (due to rigid, perseverative and hyperfocused behavior) (Kagan, 1965; Kalff et al., 
2005; Mayes & Calhoun, 2007).
 Based on literature with regard to main impairments of EF skills in children with ASD 
and ADHD, we selected six mouse behavior characteristics that represented the specific EF 
skill which we expected to be impaired. Further, the coefficient of variability (CV) per mouse 
characteristic across the games was computed. All mouse characteristics were corrected 
for developmental age. Next, averages per game per type of child were computed to 
compare the similarities and differences of EF profiles between the four groups of children. 
The results demonstrated that relatively large, statistically significant, differences in the 
mouse behavior characteristics could be observed between the children with ADHD and 
the other three types of children (ASD, comorbid and TD children). The children with ADHD 
exhibited impairments across all six mouse behavior characteristics, which suggested that 
they showed deficits on multiple EF areas, mainly in inhibition (Berlin, Bohlin, Nyberg & 
Janolds, 2004). Although we expected a relatively high variability of children with ADHD 
across the games, the results indicated that there were no significant differences between 
children with ADHD and children with ASD. The findings showed that children with ADHD 
behave relatively constantly fast and uninhibited across time.
 The results showed a relatively high number of repeats in combination with a low number 
of clicks, long reaction times and the lowest variability in behavior of children with ASD 
across time. This indicated that children with ASD showed too inhibited and rigid behavior 
and had more difficulties with initiation compared to TD children. 
 In our study, the comorbid children exhibited more effective EF skills than children 
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with ADHD and ASD, with smaller impairments in inhibition than children with ADHD and 
smaller impairments in initiation than children with ASD. Furthermore, the children in the 
comorbid condition showed the highest variability on most mouse characteristics, with 
more fluctuations in inhibition and initiation than ASD, ADHD and TD children. As a result 
of these findings, we concluded that comorbid children can be distinguished from the other 
types of children on the variability of their mouse behavior processes.
 Overall, we concluded that the samenslim games are able to distinguish EF skills in ADHD, 
ASD and TD children, based on the different mouse behavior trajectories of these three 
groups. However, the results also indicate that distinguishing EF skills in comorbid children 
is relatively complex.

 Are the samenslim games effective to improve executive function skills of 
 children with early developmental learning disorders?

In chapter 5 we investigated the effectiveness of the samenslim games to improve ineffective 
learning behavior of ADHD, ASD, comorbid and TD children. Regarding the overall 
development of EF skills, improvement scores were computed to analyze differences in the 
progress of the different types of children across the games. By means of a linear regression 
of z-scores of all mouse characteristics within one group, the difference between the first 
and last point of the regression line was computed and expressed as the improvement score.
 The results indicated that all four types of children showed statistically different 
improvement patterns. ASD and TD children showed on average the least progress, which 
was not surprising, since they already showed more effective EF skills from the beginning 
as compared to the ADHD and comorbid children. Moreover, the findings demonstrated 
that the children with ASD showed impairments in their EF skills, namely more errors, 
repeats and no go’s over time. As a result of these findings, we concluded that the children 
with ASD learned to take action. However, the action was still ineffective, namely showing 
clicks at wrong moments and clicks on wrong objects. The findings in Chapter 5 suggested 
that for children with ADHD, the samenslim computer games might serve as an adequate 
instrument to improve EF skills during this task, mainly on inhibition. However, for ASD and 
comorbid children, the current samenslim games were less adequate to improve EF skills 
across the games, taking into account that the ASD children showed already relatively good 
performances from the beginning.

6.2 Strenghts, limitations and recommendations 
The samenslim games provide the opportunity for preschool children to develop adequate 
learning-to-learn skills in an enjoyable way. However, not all children showed benefits while 
playing the games. Unresponsive children are able to play the games independently, but 
impulsive children need adult-assisted instruction in combination with computer-assisted 
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instruction. Furthermore, the games might be useful for preschool teachers or educational 
psychologists to distinguish unresponsive, reflective and impulsive learners. In medical 
daycare centers, the games can also be used as a diagnostic instrument to distinguish 
between EF skills in young children. Moreover, the samenslim games can be used to improve 
ineffective EF skills in children with ADHD. Additionally, with the registered mouse behavior 
performances insight can be obtained in learning behavior at a microgenetic level. With 
using a microgenetic design, the same children are studied repeatedly over a short period of 
time, which provides insight at children’s behavior while it is changing (Fogel, 1990; Kuhn, 
1995; Siegler, 1995, Van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005).
 This studies reported in this dissertation have a number of limitations. For example, the 
ESEC checklist had a somewhat provisional character. We expect that further studies of 
powerful learning environments, especially in the context of digitally supported learning 
may help to extend and improve the current checklist.
 Most analyses had an exploratory character. For instance, the studies aimed at 
investigating the possibility to measure, distinguish and improve learning-to-learn skills 
based on registered mouse behavior (see Chapter 3 & 5) were, as known to us, the first 
studies that measure learning-to-learn skills based on children’s mouse behavior. Despite 
the exploratory character of the studies, we demonstrated that it is possible to differentiate 
children into specific learning types according to their mouse behavior trajectories. Although 
the samples of the studies were small, we examined at a microgenetic level how children 
behaved during a task. As a consequence, this resulted in many quantitative time serial 
data per child, which provided rich, detailed and reliable information concerning individual 
learning trajectories.
 However, the disadvantage of detailed information is that it is time-consuming and 
expensive to analyze the data. The ultimate goal of the designers of the samenslim games 
was to provide information to parents and teachers about the learning behavior of their 
individual children. Future research is necessary to investigate whether the mouse behavior 
trajectories can be analyzed automatically by means of inbuilt computer algorithms, in such 
a way that conclusions can be drawn by the computer itself, immediately after playing the 
games. We suggest to combine multiple relevant mouse behavior characteristics and to 
cluster them into profiles (see examples of classes in Chapter 4). These profiles characterize 
specific types of learners. However, more data have to be collected to obtain large classes 
and draw reliable conclusions about specific learning behavior types.
 The study with regard to the children with formally diagnosed learning disorders, such as 
ADHD, concerned preliminary results (see Chapter 5) as well. Only two children diagnosed 
with ADHD, participated in the study. Furthermore, the comorbid group was small and we 
had no further information about the degree of comorbidity. Lastly, the children in this 
group only received computer-assisted instruction. Future research should include more 
clinically diagnosed children and compare the effects of different instruction conditions on 
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improving learning behavior. We expect that adult-assisted instruction is a valuable addition 
for these children, since our study in chapter 3 confirmed that for impulsive children adult-
assisted instruction was necessary to show optimal performances. Furthermore, it should 
be taken into account that the EF profiles of the diagnosed children were measured during 
two or three weeks. Children who attend medical daycare centers often live in a turbulent 
context, e.g. with family and environmental problems. It might be that in this period of 
testing, they had a lower motivation than in more quiet periods. As a consequence, they 
might have exhibited more unstable EF skills, which probably influenced their learning 
behavior. We therefore conclude that the EF profiles we found are not as reliable as the 
profiles of TD children, who regularly behave more constantly over time.
 The findings showed that most children demonstrated a drop in quality of their learning 
behavior after the first games (see Chapter 3). We would like to stress the importance of 
variation in the settings and objects within the games, not only in difficulty of levels, but 
also in the specific assignments. Constructing more games, adapted to the developmental 
age of children, with more variation in settings and more adaptation in assignments, will 
almost certainly be more effective, especially for impulsive children, who need relatively 
more stimulation to remain highly motivated (Shaw & Lewis, 2005).
 Furthermore, the children in the studies only played the games for two or three weeks. 
This period might have been too short for some children to show improvement. For some 
children, it was the first time sitting in front of a computer and playing computer games 
independently. Furthermore, they played the games in a separate room at the preschool 
education premises, with a relatively unknown supervisor. This might have influenced the 
results. For our studies, it was necessary to standardize the research conditions. However, 
future research should also consider natural studies in the classroom itself, with a preschool 
teacher, with extra time to get used to playing games at a computer independently.
 Since the samenslim games currently consist of few games, levels, low variation in 
settings and instruction and no adapted starting level, we did not expect long term effects or 
generalization to other tasks as a result of playing the games. With more adaptive instruction, 
challenge, more variation in settings, tasks and instruction, the samenslim games might offer 
children the opportunity to play the games for a longer period, without losing motivation. 
However, it is expensive and difficult to develop such powerful educational computer games, 
which are not only educational, but also consist of vivid animations, sounds and graphics. 
However, it should be taken into account that, in spite of the current limitations, games 
such as samenslim can function as a powerful intervention to improve ineffective learning 
behavior in an enjoyable manner. Furthermore, we suggest that additional instruction 
for supervisors (e.g. teachers) of impulsive children concerning how to provide feedback 
while playing the samenslim games, makes the games a more powerful tool for this type of 
ineffectively learning children.
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 6.3 Implications for educational practice

Edutainment Software Evaluation Checklist 
With the ESEC, edutainment (online) games for children can be evaluated to obtain an 
overview of the potential of a specific game to serve as a powerful learning environment. 
Although the current list has still a provisional character, it provides the opportunity for 
teachers to be informed about the value of particular edutainment software as an educational 
environment. The list makes it possible to check whether software contains scientifically 
or heuristically based characteristics that contribute to learning or development of one or 
multiple skills in children.
 Furthermore, based on our conclusion that current Dutch edutainment software does 
not seem to meet the theoretical requirements in literature, software-designers might use 
the list to become informed about which criteria edutainment games should satisfy in order 
to count as powerful learning environments. 

Samenslim games
The finding that the samenslim games can improve (in)effective learning behavior, although 
in different ways for different types of children, indicates that interventions focused 
on improving learning-to-learn skills can already be integrated at preschool age. As a 
consequence, these interventions can function as a protective factor for children who are 
at risk of developing learning delays. This means that this intervention does not take away 
the risk factors, but can moderate the relation between risk factors and the child’s behavior 
(Rutter, 1987; Rutter et al., 2002).
 For unresponsive children, only computer-assisted instruction is often sufficient, 
although for impulsive children, adult-assisted instruction next to computer-assisted 
instruction is necessary. The results indicate that for the children with already diagnosed 
learning disorders, computer games focused on improving learning-to-learn behavior do 
not always work. ADHD children seem to profit, but ASD children showed very little, if any, 
improvement.
 Since this dissertation confirms the findings of previous studies which also indicated that 
improving learning-to-learn skills or executive function skills, is already possible at preschool 
age, interventions should be integrated into the preschool curriculum (Thorell, Lindqvist, 
Nutley, Bohlin & Klingberg, 2009; Diamond et al., 2007) to reduce the probability of later 
learning delays. However, (preschool) teachers, educational psychologists and policy makers 
should take into account that not all types of children show gains while playing educational 
computer games. Computers should therefore be adequately integrated in the curriculum, 
based on performances and interests of each individual child. They should be seen as an 
educational and enjoyable addition to the regular curriculum, instead of replacing other 
important powerful learning activities.
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 Furthermore, the samenslim games can eventually be used as a specific diagnostic 
instrument for teachers or educational psychologists. The games provide objective insight 
in the learning trajectories of individual children and the way children behave during an 
educational task. As a consequence, in case of observing ineffective learning behavior, 
teachers can focus their instruction more on improving the child’s learning skills, instead of 
mainly focusing on increasing declarative knowledge. 
 In short, our findings suggest that although computers should never be treated as 
replacements for socially and technologically rich learning environments. There is no 
doubt that they are a valuable addition to powerful learning environments, serving the 
developmental needs of typically developing children as well as children with developmental 
and learning problems.


